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0.0 ABSTRACT 
Localized intelligence of graphic workstalions is now available 
from many manufacturers because 
relie,es the host computer from 
it decreases display time and 
additional processing. The 
predominant use for localized intelligence has been in lhe area of 
three dimensional shading and transformations. This thesis 
concentrates 011 designing software with user-callable Fortran 
routines to per form localized three dimensional shading by using 
graphics terminal local processing features impleniented on Tektronix 
-.4129 terminals. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
CompuLer-aided-design or CAD had its beginnings as a automated 
drafting Joo/ and has since evolved into a far more powerful 
three-dimensional design tool. With this. wireframe drawings are 
becoming outdated, and more people are expecting greater realism 
-
associated with the part drawing. Three dimensional( 3D) shading has 
been the first area to focus on attaining higher realism. The . ma,n 
disadvantage to 3D shading is the additional data that needs to be 
calculated and con1n1unicated from the host conzputer to the terminal . 
. Realizing this problenz, nzanuf acturers such as Tektronix have added 
intelligence or con1puting power to their workstations in order to 
reduce display tinzes to a more reasonable level. This all o ,vs 
calculations for 3D shading to be moved front the host con1puter to the 
terminal's local processor. Developn1e11t of an application program of 
independent 3D shading software utilizing this localized intelligence 
is the primary goal of this thesis. 
Achieving this goal requires a knowledge of holv light interacts 
with an object's surf ace. Having this understanding 1vill provide 
insight into holv the localized computing features on the workstation 
were developed. Both of these topics are discussed in detail within 
this thesis. Furthernzore, a discussion of the software developed to 
provide localized 3D ·shading will help tie together the topics 
mentioned above. 
'l . 2 
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2.0 OVERVIEW - Shading a11d the Lighting Model 
Shading is a computer graphics term which describes the process 
of capturing an object's t.~ree dimensional aspects through the 
interaction of light with its bounding sur I aces. This process 
encompasses the overall shading model. but because of the 
irregularities found in the real world, it can only approximate the 
. 
behavior of light on these surf aces. "The shading model has two ma1n 
ingredients, properties of the surface and properties of the 
i 11 um in at ion fa 11 i 11 g o 11 it. The principal surf ace property is .. its 
reflectance and depends on its transparency and texture. The 
transparency of an object m·ay allow light to be trm1smitted throuth ·~ 
it to another surf ace." { 2] 
The surf ace texture of the object can range from smooth to 
rough, and there/ ore can a/ f ect the magnitude mzd direction of the 
reflected light. An object surface having a smooth texture will 
reflect the, greatest aniount of light. conversely a rough object 
surf ace will reflect the same amount of light, ho1vever it will be 
ref I e ct e d in nz any di f I ere n t directions, thereby re I I e ct in g I es s 
direct light at the observer. The light ·reflected off an object's 
surface is divided into specular(mirror-like surface) and 
diffuse(chalky surface) reflection fl}. "Physic a I I y, the di f I et e 11 c e 
. between these t1vo con1po11e11ts is that specular light bounces off the 
surf ace of an object 1vhile di/fuse light pe11etrates the surf ace and 
' 
· is scattered inter11ally be/ore en1erging again".[ 1 J Illumination cornes 
' 
' ' 
' J l ,• I ' 
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• 
in two /orms, and is also call~d dlf f,ue and specular. Diffuse Is 
illumination that is sourced In e,ery direction with a uniform 
intensity. If the only illumination • • • • 1n a g1,en s1luat1on was 
• • diffuse, the object will ha,e only one shade. Specular illuminaJion 
is produced from point sources of light and produces highlights on 
the object's surf ace and can be di,ided into two caJegories, primary 
and secondary. 
1. Intensity of primary lightsource( s) - This represents whaJ sources 
of light are casting their rays of light directly on the object's 
surface without a11y interference from other entities in the 
environment of the object. 
2. Intensity o I sec o 11 d a r y Ii g ht source ( s) - Th is represents the 
sources of light that are indirectly casting light 011 the object. For 
example, reflected f ronz other objects. 
2.1 Shading Model 
Shading models deterniine the shade of a point on an object's 
surf ace and can be broken down into three parts, a co11tribution from 
di/ fuse illumi11atio11, contributions from primary and secondary 
lightsources, and a tra11sparency effect. All of these terms combined 
> 
contribute to the total light energy conzing from. a point on an 
object. 
·, 
' 
' 
... 
"The simplest form of shading considers only diffuse 
illumination: 
E is the energy coming from the point P due to diffuse illumination, 
Id • the diffuse illumination falling the 
• 
and IS on entire scene, 
RP 
. 
the reflectance coefficient at P, which from 0 is ranges to 
1. "[2] However, • that di fuse shading alone does a picture uses not 
. 
look realistic . if the object's • • . changed • very since or 1en ta t1on IS its 
shade will not change. For example, a sphere will have a uniform 
shade. This is the primary reason why diffuse illumination cannot be 
the only source of illumination. 
Shading contributions from a specific lightsource will cause the 
• 
shade of the surface to c.hange as its orientation changes with 
respect to the lightsource. The specular reflection from these light 
sources defined by Lambert's law, states that the energy falling on a 
surface varies as the cosine~ of the angle of incidence. Figure 2.1 
illustrates a point P on a surface, with light arriving at an angle 
of incidence i, the angle between the surface normal N and a ray to 
the lightsource. If the surf ace is rough, and the energy I arriving 
from the lightsource is reflected uniformly in all directions it is 
called diffuse reflection and takes the follo·wing mathematical form: 
' 
• 
s 
. ·,.· 
, 
.. 
Specular reflection due to· one or many light sources can be 
modelled similarly to the abo,e equation. First the relationship 
. between the light source, the.,i obser,er and the surface must be 
understood. Figure 2.1 details this relalionship.-. 
inddentray 
L 
incident ray 
---~---for trmsparency 
Reflection of Light 
Figure 2.1 f 2] 
reflected ray I 
s I 
The principal reflected ray leaves P with an angle of reflection r 
equal to the angle of incidence. The magnitude of light observed is 
determined by the specular reflection coefficient W(i) and the angle 
s between the reflected ray and the observer. 
combines both di/ fuse and specular reflection beconzes: 
6 
• • '•<4 
The ne1v equation which 
' 
The W(i) is the reflection coefficient and is a function of the angle 
of incidence. The exponent n controls how shiny the surf ace is and 
can range from l to 10. A n value of J indicates a dull surface and 
value of 10 indicaJes a shi1r}1 surf ace. 
Transparency is the last component that adds light to a 
surf ace. The light arriving from behind the object's surface at 
point P is defined in the following equaJion: 
T p is the tra11smissio11 coefficient and ranges from O to 1 and 
indicates the an1ou11t of light reaching point P. 
The total light energy E reaching point P is defined below as 
the summation of the ene·rgy from di/ fuse illumination, light 
source( s) illun1inatio11, and transparency. ., 
.. 
All these factors shou.ld be considered whe11 creating a shading 
model, however, 1vhat n1ust also be considered is how to both develop a . 
7 
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• 
. 
mathematical model lo btst approx/matt light's int,raction with a 
.. 
surf ace, and implement this shading model on a computer based .system 
with a minimum number of computations. In general, all objects 
created on a con1puler, are broken down into convex planar polygons, 
usually in triangular or quadralateral shapes, which approximate the 
objects' precise surfaces. These planar polygons can have normals 
calculated for the entire polygon or normals calculated for each 
vertice. Three shading models exist thal altempt to produce a shaded 
image using this inf orn1ation, but each model has varying degrees of 
realism and con1putational requirements. The three models are the 
following: 
2.1.1 Constant Shading 
This ntodel uses calculated normals for each plane-faced 
polyhedra, to select the intensity that will fill this planar 
element. The disadvantages of this type of shading is the low degree 
of realism with artificial edge ef feels on sn1ooth surf aces for the 
shaded image, but the calculations required are much less, there/ ore 
decreasing display tin1e. 
2.1.2 Gouraud Shading 
Smooth shading is derived from normals calculated from the 
object's precise surf aces or indirectly through the averaging of 
adjace11t pla11e 1 normals used 
./ 
8 
... 
..  
... 
• 
" . 
to select a color intensity al each ,ertex. Normals computed al each 
vertex of · each planar element approximale the normal of the true, 
.... 
surface. The shade inside the planar element is linearly interpolated 
between the selected color intensities at each 11ertex. Figure 2.2 
illustrates how Gouraud shading selects color intensities I or iJ. 
quadralateral. The horizontal line (scan line) represents the 
monitor's electron beam lvhich draws a string of pixels each having a 
' 
specified intensity . The process of selecting what intensity is 
displayed for each pixel is where Gouraud's method is used. 
scan line i11tersects the quadralateral in aJ points L and R. 
The 
The 
intensities at points A and B are used to li11early interpolate to 
determine the intensity at point L. Similarly, the intensity at 
,...._ '-
point R calculated fron1 the intensities al points D mid C. Finally 
·the intensity at interior point P is calculated by linear 
interpolation of the inte11sities at L and R . 
. 
' 
scan line 
I L 
Gouroud's Shading Method 
Figure 2.2 [2} 
The . vertex normals can be calculated also indirectly from 
normals give11 for each planar element, by averaging all adjacent 
' 
I 
9 
• 
• 
. \ 
normals and then selecting tht color Intensity for that ,ertex . 
• 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the resulting normal that is ca·lculated for 
the adjacent plane elen2ent normals. The advantage of normal 
averaging is that it requires no underlying precise model of the · 
surface, therefore if the surface was created by digitizing the 
object, the Gouraud shading n2ethod can still be used. 
' t 
B B 
t 
A 
D D 
(a) {b) 
• 
----
Normal Averaging 
Figure 2.3 [2] 
However, shading a11on1alies due to averaging of plane 11ormals can 
be induced when a series of adjacent normals are sveraged and produce 
the same norn1al ( Figure 2.4a). To avoid this problen1 more planar 
elements can be introduced (Figure 2.4b) (11 the problem areas. 
.. 
JO 
···----. 
.. 
.. 
• 
... 
- I , 
(a) 
(b) . 
Shading Anomalies 
Figure 2.4 [ 2] 
.. 
~-
' 
.. 
The three disadvantages associated with this n1ethod are the 
introduction of Mach bands, the possibility of shading anomalies due 
to averaging norn1als, and the increase in computation time. Mach . ' 
bands are a perceptual phenomenon due to processing in the human 
visual system. Discontinuities in the rate of change of intensities 
cause the eye to perceive light or dark intensities or bands at the 
discontinuities. To reduce the severity of this ef feet, it is 
recommended to use n1ore planar elements. Jn· addition, higher 
processing tin1es are a predictable outcon1e with the use of more 
complex algorithn1s for selecting a color intensity. 
2.1.3 Phong Shading "· 
Phong shading renzedies ma11y of the problems associated with 
Gouraud Shading, although it requires more con1putatio11s. The primary 
11 
............. 
It 
.. 
-~ 
• 
• 
I 
•, 
idea is to interpolate normal ,ectors rather than the shades as in 
Gouraud shading. As shown in Figure 2.5 the normals at points L and 
R are averaged front the normals al A and B then D and C 
• 
respectively. Once these two normals are calculated the • • 1nter1or 
point P's norn1al is calculated and can then be used to select the 
shade I or thal pixel. 
Phong Shading Method 
Figure 2.5 [2} 
The advantage of Phong's nzethod is that it greatly reduces the 
amount of Mach bands produced. Furthermore, this n1ethad produces 
more realistic highlights of surfaces, . n1ean111g a better blend of 
. <--.._ 
diffuse and specular reflection si11ce Gouraud shading uses very 
little specular highlighting. The primary dralvback or disadvantage 
is the increase in con1putations necessary to shade an object. 
,• 
12 
I• 
• 
• 
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2.1.4 Shading_ Models Overview 
\ 
A.II of the shading models above represent the basic ntethods for 
displaying a shaded object on a graphics terminal. Up until now all 
the computaJions needed to provide a shaded image had to be done on 
the host computer with the graphics tern,inal having very little 
computational responsibility. But today with the price of computer 
components such as microprocessors and memory chips being relatively 
cheap, manufacturers such as Tektronix, have decided to give some 
intelligence to their graphics terminals. Providing localized or 
distributed intelligence gives the terminal the capability to dispiay 
a shaded image. , This localized or distribuied processing . power 1s 
the main attribute for the Tektronix 4129 graphics workstation. The 
obvious benefit is the decrease in display time as well as the 
simplification of soft1vare routines to per/ orm 3D shading. The next 
section will discuss the capabilities of this intelligent graphics 
workstation, specifically the localized shading features. 
"' 
13 
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3.0 PRIMARY FEATURES - Tektronix 4129 Workstation 
The major feaiure of the 4129 terminal is that it can shade JD 
surfaces which are made up of 3D planar facets. In order to display 
' 
a shaded surface, the surface(s) must be part of a segment which is 
numbered 1 to 32627. Once the segment is drawn, the terminal looks 
, 
to what Tektro11ix calls the "Local Lighting Model" to determine holv 
the light source(s) will affect the surface shade. The co/ormap 
-
which is created before any facets are drawn is then used to select 
which color intensity will be placed on the facet or a1 each vertex. 
However, depending 011 the information sent to the ternzinal, the 
shaded surf ace m,,ay be generated using the local lighting model 
features on the ternzinal or it can be generated from information sent 
by the host computer. This discussion will restrict itself to only 
. 
the localized shading features on the Tektronix 4129 workstation. 
Since Tektronix requires that all shaded surf aces be defined as 
"segments", a basic overvie,v of this topic is appropriate. 
3.1 Segments 
A segment is collection of graphic primitives and primitive 
attributes stored in tern1inal 111emory. Using segments reduces 
c om m u n i cat ion s t i n1 e 1v it h t he host cont put er. l 11 add i l ion , 
, 
manipulation of segnzents is nzuch easier because of added con1n1a11ds. 
14 
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, 
Once a segment is defined the segment can ~ mo,ed, rotllled, scaled,· 
made visible or invisible, mid niade to blink. 
3.1.l Segment Attributes 
A segment has tlvo stalic and many dynamic tlllribwes which are 
defineable characteristics that affect its visible display. The 
static attributes which cannot be modified, are the segment's pivot 
point and dimensionality. The pivot point defines the origin for 
transforming a segn1ent, meaning positioning, rotating, and scaling. 
Scaling and rotating a segment centers on its pivot point, and the 
pivot point is n1oved to the new segment position. Each segment's 
pivot poinf- is established when the segment definition has begun. 
The pivot point cannot 
segment's d imens ionalitv 
. 
terminal must be in 3D. 
be. changed once it has been defined. The 
,,A, 
lvi/1 be in 3D since to shade surfaces the 
\ 
The dy11an1ic attributes can be modified after a segment -IS 
defined and can be divided into two major categories. The first 
category is operations that transform a segment by changing its 
position, scale, or rotation. The second category is operations that 
af feet other aspects of a segments appearance such as its 
vi sibi J-ity( segment di spl aJ1ed or 1101 di splayed), highlighting( blinking 
' or constant display), and display priority( if another segment lies in 
front of another -segnzent lvhich segment lvill be entirely displayed) 
15 
• 
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J.J .2 De/ining a Segme.nl 
The process /or def i11i11g a segment is the following: 
• 
1. Set the segme11t's two static allribuJes which are its pivot 
point and diniensionality. 
2. Begin the segment definition. 
. . ' 
. . .., 
3. CreaJe the body of the segm~nt which is the graphic primitives 
and primitive attributes. 
4. End the segn1e11t de/inition. 
All the steps above have special Tektronix commands which perform the 
operation necessary to conzplete the required tasks. 
4.0. 4129 WORKST AT/ON COMMANDS 
Below is a listing and description of the critical commands 
necessary to drawn a 3D shaded surface using localized intel/ige,zce. 
4.1 SET-VIEWING-TRANSFORM Command: 
This command def i11es a 3D viewing space which is a portion of 
the entire 3D ternzi11al space. 3D ternzi11al space is an imaginary 
16 
• 
'' 
,i 
., 
volume bounded by 24-bit addressing linzits. JD . . v1elv1ng . space 1s 
called UVW space to differentiate it from XYZ JD tern1inal space. The 
JD . . v1ew1ng space, also called the . . v1ew1ng volunze, . IS what the 
terminal looks at to display . images. Anything lV i l hin this 
volume is scaled and clipped and then written to pixel space of the 
view port. Pixel . space 1s the addressable space on the displa;, 
screen. Because of the niany parameters needed to define the . . v1e}v1ng 
. 
volume, below IS a diagram illustrating }Vhat each parameter 
describes. 
UVW-Space 
This specifies 
JD Viewing Space 
Figure 4.1 [ 4 J 
the location of the UVW or1g1n called the . v1elv 
reference point(VRP) and the orientation of the UV plane by defining 
th view plane norn1al(VPN) and the vielv-up(VUP) vector. 
17 
• 
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• 
UV-Window-Size 
Specifies the width and height of the JD ,iewing window i11 UVW space. 
Eye-Position 
Specifies where the user's eye will be positioned according to the 
viewing ,olume. 
Projection-Type 
There are two choices parallel or perspective projection~ 
Distances 
Specifies the rot ate radius (used by Io ca I vie lY i 11 g features) , the 
front plane distance, and the back plane distance of the viewing 
volume. 
4.2 SET-SURFACE-COLOR-MAP Command: 
This con1mand sets the color map for a particular surface which 
requires thaL a specified i11dice def i11e a color n1ixture. 
mixture depends 011 the type of color systent thaJ is used. 
The color 
There are 
three types o / co Io r systems , o 11 e, R GB (red - green - b I u e), t lVO, 
HLS( hue-ligh't11ess-saturatio11), a11d three, CMY( cyan-mage11ta-yellow ). 
The parameters are the f ol/01ving: 
18 
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Surface number 
... 
This names the surface on which color mixturts are being defined. 
Color-mixtures ' 
Groups of four numbers comprise a color-mixture. The first number 
defines the index and the following numbers is the color mixture. 
' 
4.3 SET-OBJECT-SURFACE-COLOR-RANGE Command: 
This command sets a numeer of attributes for surf ace properties 
• 
·and labels a ra,1ge of color mixtures to be later used for shading a 
surface. This con1n1and . IS typically issued after the 
SET-OBJECT-SURFACE-COLOR-MAP comn1and has been issued. The parameters 
are the I of/owing: 
Object-Surf ace-Color 
This is an integer lvhich labels or uniquely identifies a range of 
color _mixtures. 
' 
Indices 
The indices represent the start a,id end index for a ra,1ge of color 
mixtures. The indices are the same indices lvhich label the color 
19 
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mixtur1s In the SET-SURF A.CE-COLOR-MAP Command. 
Rtflecti,ity Coef f icienls 
The surf ace reflecti,ity coefficients are specified for ambient and 
di/Just rt/lectivity and range from O to 1. The ambient reflecti,ity 
determines the , amounJ of light reflected from light sourced from the 
environment encompassing the surface. What this component represents 
is related to the di/ fuse illumination discussed in chapter 1 . 
• 
Di/ fuse reflectivity specifies the amount of light reflected from 
primary and secondary light sources. 
1.4 SELECT-OBJECT-SURFACE-COLOR Command: 
This comnzand selects the color to be used to shade a surf ace. 
This is the same integer that uniquely specified the range of color 
mixtures in the SET-OBJECT-SURFACE-COLOR-RANGE con1n1a,1d. This command 
f 
is issued prior to issuing the DRAW-FACETS command. The parameter is 
the I oil owing: 
Object-su;Jace-Color 
This number defines the color that will be used to shade a segment. 
20 
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4-3 SET-YIEW-DISPLAY-A1TR1BUTES Command: 
This command set speci/ies the JD ,iewing attributes. 
following is a listing mid description of the associaJed parameters: 
• 
Attribules 
The 
There are three elements defined with this parameter. First, a 
pan-dimensionality value is set which defines how the local ,iewing 
features of the terminal change 2D or 3D vielving transformations. 
Second, the object-surf ace-disp/ay is set which defines whether the 
object will be displayed in wireframe, hidden-line, or shaded 
surf ace. Third,. is the color-smoothing parameter that allows the 
terminal to adjust the speed of display and the realism of a shaded 
surface. This is done though defining the proportions of halfto11ing 
and dithering per/ ormed 011 color intensities. Hal/toning is a method 
of decreasing display time for a shaded surf ace and minimizing the 
loss in resolution. Since the 011ly type of smooth shading available 
on the Tektronix 4129 is Gouraud shading which produces Mach bands, 
dithering is used to help reduce these effects . 
4.6 SET-LIGHTSOURCE Command: 
This comniand is used to specify and control the terminal 
lightsources . There are allowed up to 16 directed lightsources and a 
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11paralt dlffust illuminatJon or ambitnl llghtsourct for tach ,lew. 
The total number of views mailable art 64. Tht following are the 
associated parameters: 
Source-id 
Specifies the lightsource number and the coordinate system of 
direction which can be either XYZ terminal space or UVW viewing 
space. 
Views-Switch 
Specifies . which of the 1 through 16 lightsources are on or off, and 
in which ,iews. 
Direction 
This specifies the direction of the lightsource(s) and is a vector 
pointing DJ. an inf inilely a,vay lightsource. 
Intensity 
This value ranges from O lo 1 and depending on the sign of the value 
can add (positive value) or subtract (negative value) light from the 
surface. This value ca,i give the impression of distance between the 
lightsource and the surf ace . 
. . 
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4.7 DRAW-FA.CETS Command: 
This command draws fi,t lypts of facets, triangles, 
quadralaterals, spokes. strips. and meshes. Spokes, strips and 
meshes are made from either quadralalerals or triangles and are all 
more efficient ways to define surfaces with specific 
characteristics. Spokes should be used to define convex polygons, 
Strips for cylinders, and meshes /or spheres, toroids, and undulating 
surfaces. Belo,v in Figure 4.2 is a graphical representation of order 
of points thaJ must be sent to draw each facet type. 
I 
TRIANGLE SPOKE 
2 3 
TRIANGLE 
STRIP 
TRIANGLE 
LIST 
s 
.. 
I 
• 
QUADRILATERAL 
MESH 
I 2 3 41 S 
e 7 e g 1e 
11 12 13 14 IS 
QUADRILATERAL 
LIST 
I 
2 
3 -• 
8 
Efficient Ways to Define Surfaces 
Figure 4.2 [5] 
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Facets be displayed wire frame • hidden-lint, or • ,n can 
. shaded-surface. The SET VIEW DISPLAY A.1TRIBUTES command sets how the 
facet will be displayed. Shaded surface will be the focus of this 
discussion. The paranzeters required /or this command are the 
following: 
Action 
This is an integer array which determines the type of facet, such as 
triangle or strip. Secondly, it specifies the type of outlining which 
will be used. This a//o,,vs the application programmer to define whaL 
lines will be displayed. For example, the application programmer may 
want to display only the first edge of each tria,1g/e. A third value 
is specified for n1eshes 011/y which defines the nun1ber of columns the 
final niesh will have. 
Points 
The vertices of the I acet are specified. As illustrated in Figure 
2a, the points niust be sen-t in a specific order to draw a given 
facet. 
Indices 
This parameter specifies in the case of the localized lighting model, 
the number of available -colors that can be selected. from O to 22, 
although Tektronix reco111n2ends using 8. This number gives the 
... 
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·1u11test prttision with the least transmission•.[ JJ 
Normals 
This parameter is only defined when the local lighting model is 
used. Tu normals are used to look up color imensitia in tM color 
map and determine if the surf ace is to be constant or smoo!hl7 
shaded. Although three shading models were discussed in chapter J. 
Tektronix decided to 011/y pro,ide two types of localized shading. 
namely Constant or Gouraud( smooth). Below is a table describing the 
how these two types of shadi11g can be achei,ed. 
Local Lighting Model 
Constant ·Shdding Gauraud Shading 
-----------._. --------· -------------_. ---~ ---
no normals or indices 
one norn1al/comma11d 
one nornial/ facet 
one normal/,ertex 
------------------------------·-·----·--------
Figure 4.3 [3] 
From the Figure 4.3 there are three ways to do constant shading, one, 
do not send the i11dices parameter or the nornial parameter found in 
the DRAW-FACETS con1ma11d, t1vo, one normal for each time the 
DRAW-FACETS command is issued, or three, one normal per facet which 
can only be used with triangle a,,d quadralateral facets. Gouraud or 
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smooth shading can only ~ · produud .,,.,, · o,w normal per ,ertex or 
poinl is sent. 
Tht Local Lighting Modtl dtri•es a color · intensity called an 
Extended Range Color Ind ice ( ERC/) from the color range specified. 
the normal ,ector. and the light source( s), using Lambert's law. The 
resulting intensity ranges from O to 1 and is calculaJed internally 
-
using the following procedure: 
Given: 
Ir • resulting intensity 
la • ambient intensity 
Ka s: object-surf ace-color ambient reflectivity coefficient 
Ln • directi011 of vecJor of ~ight source n 
N • surface normal vector 
D = dot product of Ln and N 
In s: intensity of light source n 
Kd • object-surf ace-color diffuse reflectivity coefficient 
These parameters contpare similarly to the Shading Model discussed in 
chapter 1, however only llvo terms of the final equation are used. /11 
this model only diffuse or ambient· illumi11ation and diffuse 
reflection are i11 the Local Lighting Model. 
the following algorithm: 
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Di//iue llluminalion: 
la• laKa 
Di/fuse Reflection: 
If D < 0 1he11 D • 0 
• 
If Ir> .FFFFh then Ir• .FFFFh( .FFFFh • (2l6_1/2l6) 
• 
The .FFFFh term represents a number ,ery close, but less than l and 
is needed in the case that Ir value is greaJer than 1. 
The color intensil)' or £RC/ is selected as follows: 
If color-sn1oothing is NONE 
then ERCI =Ir• (n1ax.index-min.index + l) + mi11.index 
else ERCI: Ir• (max.index-min.index+ 1) + min.index 
. 
Color-smoothing refers lo the the amou11t of half toning and dithering. 
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5.0 Software Routines /or 3D Localized Shading 
5.1 Software Routine Overview 
This section will discuss only those routines that are 
fundamentally necessary for localized 3D shading. Appendix A.J will 
contain the full descriptions of the routines needed for locali=ed 
shading. The software routines will be generally discussed in this 
section. These software routines incorporate all the commands in 
section and are composed of control a,1d output routines. Control 
routines are used to setup or initialize the terminal for the 
particular application that is desired. These routines are 
• 
predominantly flagged as control routines by the word ·sET" with the 
exception of /NIT _SHADER. The second category, output routines 
describe al I the routines written to produce directly or indirectl.v 
an object on the tern1inal. Note, these definitions apply to this 
application. But, be/ ore the routines are divided into these two 
categories, the calling sequence of these routines should be vie,ved. 
5.2 Calling Sequence 
1) INIT_SHADER 
2) SET_DISPLAY_TYPE(TYPE) 
: •t 3) SET _SHADER_WINDOW(WIDTH,HEIGHT,DEPTH) 
4) SET _BACKGRD( H,L,S) 
28 
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5) SET_SHlaDER_COLOR(HUE,SA.TUR) 
6) SET_FACET_REFLECT( AMBIENT,DIFFUSE) 
7) SET_SHADER_LIGHT(LNUM.X,Y.Z) 
8) SET_COLOR(COLORJ 
9) BEGIN_SEGMENT(SEGNUM) 
10) SHADE_FACET(XYZ,NORMS.LENGTH,FTYPE,OUTLINE,SHTYPE) 
11) END_SEGMENT 
12) DISPLAY_SHADED_IMAGE 
13) ERASE_SHADED_IMAGE 
' 5.3 Control Routines 
I 
(. 
. ..._ .. 
5.3.1 /NIT SHADER 
-
,,. 
This routine initializes the Tektronix 4129 Workstation to 
-
allow for 3D localized shading a,1d performs /our tasks; one, sets the 
coordinate mode to 3D; two, sets the color mode to Hue, Lightness, 
Saturation mode; three, sets the traversal direction to 
right-handed-rule and will display back/acing facets and degenerate 
I 
triangles: and four, sets the surface definition to eight bit- planes. 
which allows 28 colors. This routine must be used first to 
initialize the terminal enviro11nze11t. 
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5.J.2 SET _DISPLAY _TYPE 
, 
This routine what type of display that will be seen and the 
method the terminal will use to display a shaded surface. 
Specifically, it executes the SET-VIEW-DISPLAY-A.1TRIBUTES command, 
which allows the user lo set the terminal to wireframe, hidden-line, 
or shaded-surface • using the TYPE( 1-3) parameter. Also, if the 
" 
shaded-surf ace type is selected the terminal is set to a combination 
of halfloning and 2x2 dithering, which minimizes display time without 
sacri/ icing resoluJion. 
5.3.3 SET_SHADER_WINDOW(WIDTH,HEIGHT ,DEPTH) 
. 
-
This routine defines the dimensions of the . . v1elv1ng volume 
through the execution of the SET-VIE1f'ING-TRANSFORA1 con1mand. The ----
WIDTH, HEIGHT, and DEPTH correspond to the dinzensions of volume. The 
width and height are the values for the UV-Window-Size. The DEPTH 
parameter is defines the back distance to O and the front dista,1ce to 
the DEPTH value. Th is rout_ine gives the user the flexibilitJ' to 
define any size vie1ving vo/un1e within XYZ terminal space. 
5.3.4 SET_BACKGRD{ H,L,S) 
This routine sets the background color for the terminal. 
The values H,L,S represent the hue, lightness, and saturation for the 
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background color. Parameter H can range from O to J60, parameter L 
can range from O lo JOO, mid S can range from O to 100. 
5.3.5 SET SHA.DER COLOR( HUE.SA.TUR) 
- -
This routine defines 16 colors plus J color that has 80 
shades. The first 12 colors range from dark (1) to light (12) and 
are grouped into four colors, blue, red, magenta, and green. Color 
13 is the lightest blue, 14 is yellow, 15 is white, and 16 is black. 
The last color is number 17 and is the color specified by the user 
through the HUE and SATUR parameters. The HUE can range from 0-360 
and must be an integer. The HUE specifies the color that will have 
80 intensities. .,,. The SATUR parameter ranges· from 0-100 and must be an 
integer. This value specifies the potency of the HUE. To accomplish 
t h is . t h e t lV o c 10 nt n1 a n d s t h a t m u s t b e e x e c u t e d a r e t h e 
SET-SURFACE-COLOR-MAP and SET-OBJECT-SURFACE-COLOR-RANGE in 
that order. 
5.3.6 SET_FACET_REFLECT{ AMBIENT,DIFFUSEJ 
This routine sets the reflectance coefficients for the 80 
• 
intensity color defined previous routi11e. This routine defi11es how 
much ambient and diffuse light there will be in the viewing volume. 
Ambient light in Tektronix terminology defines the· light sourced in 
all directions. Di/ fuse light defines the stre11gth of the light 
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source(s). This ·· routi11e dot! not ha,, to be txtcuted, • s1nct the 
SET SHADER COLOR routine stts thest ,alues to .2. .8 ambient and 
- -
diffuse respectively. Esstntially. this routine reexecutes the 
SET_SHADER_COLOR routine with different ambient and diffuse 
coef ficienls while retaining the user's HUE and SATUR specified in 
' 
the SET SHADER COLOR routine. 
- -
5.3.7 SET _SHADER_LIGHT( LNUM,X.Y.Z) 
.• 
This routine defines all the lightsources for the • • v1ew1ng 
volume. This routine defines both ambient lighting and specific 
point light sources. The user can define up lo 16 light sources 
through the LNUM parameter and the direction vector for thaJ .light 
source through the X, Y, and Z parameters. 
must be integers. 
• 
5.3.8 SET_COLOR(COLORJ 
All of the parameters 
This routine selects which color wi I I be dis played when 
displaying an in1age. The COLOR parameter ranges from 1-16 a1td 17, 
which selects the color defined by the HUE and SATUR in the 
SET SHADER COLOR routine. The user must execute the SET COLOR 
-
- -
routine after the SET SHADER COLOR routine is executed. 
- -
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5.4 Owpul Routi11es 
5.4.l BEGIN_SEGMENT(SEGNUM) 
This routine assigns the segment number to the geometry being 
. 
drawn and other subsequent commands. This set of commands are viewed 
.. 
as one entity thaJ can be manipulated. This rouiine must be issued, 
because for a surf ace to be shaded it must have a segment number. 
5.4.2 SHADE_FACET( XYZ,NORMS,LENGTHJTYPE,OUTLINE,SHTYPE) 
This routine dralvs the facet and then shades the facet 
depending on the parameters given above. The XYZ parameter defines 
the poin(~ of the facet and are . given . 111 a continuous order . The 
NORMS para71er defines the normal vectors given for each XYZ poi/II. 
Both of these paranzeters require that their values be in pixels and 
r 
be absolute not relative values. The LENGTH paranzeter defines the 
number of points and nornials that will be sent. A maxinzum of 256 
values should be used for each time the SHADE_FACET routine is 
issued. 
be used. 
The FTYPE paran1eter defines the type of I aceting thaL will 
This routine restricts itself to allowi11g only triangles, 
quadra/aterals, and spokes to be drawn, the values are 0,1, and 2 
respectively. The OUTLINE paran1eter defines lvhat edges will be 
seen. A value of 1 indicates that the facet lvill 011/y display the 
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outside tdgts. valut of O indicates that no edges will be 
displayed. Finally, the paramtter SHTYPE defines how the surf ace 
will be shaded, a value of l indicales lhal Gouraud or smooth shading 
is desired, a value of O indicates that constant shading is desired. 
For constant shading th~ routine selects the first normal to be used 
for the entire facet. 
5.4.3 END SEGMENT 
-
This routine terminates the segment definition and must be 
issued if a BEGIN _SEGMENT has been also issued previously. 
5.4.4 DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
This routine displays a shaded image or a hidden-line removal 
image. This rouline executes a RENEW-VIEW command, which refreshes 
the screen with lhe shading inf ormatio11. This comn1and n1ust be issued 
for wire frame, hidden-line, and shaded surf ace object types. 
5.4.5 ERASE SHADED IMAGE 
. - -
This routine erases any displayed object or segment. This 
routine issues a DELETE-SEGMENT command which deletes all currently 
displayed segments and it issues a RENEW-VIEW con1ma11d to refresh the 
screen. 
3.4 
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6.0 EXAMPLE USE OF SOFTWARE ROUTINES 
All the routines discussed in section 5 are used to draw a 
cylinder and cube. The program called TESTSHADE ( See Appendix A.2) 
attempts to ii lust rate the ease or the limited amount of data that 
needs to be sent to draw and shade an object(s). The · program 
TESTSHADE only issues call statements. The program TESTSHADE is 
listed· below. For much greater detail describing what the routines 
are accomplishing ref er to Appendix A..2. 
PROGRAM TESTSHADE 
C This progrant dralvs a cylinder and a cube which will illustrate 
C the 3D shading intelligence of the Tektronix 4129 terminal. 
INCLUDE 'ESCAPE_SEQ.DAT' 
BYTE DAT AX{ 1020) 
C The terminal is initialized. 
CALL !NIT SHADER 
-
C Magenla is sent as the background color 
CALL SET_BACKGRD(60,35,80) 
C Shaded surf ace is the display type 
CALL SET_DISPL~Y_TYPE(3) 
C Viewing volun1e is defined 
CALL SET_SHADER_WINDOW(8190,6552,8190). 
35 
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C Shading color d~/ined as a gr~nr 
, 
CA.LL SET_SHA.DER_COLOR(320,90) 
C Ambient and Diffuse reflectances are set to (.35,.85) 
CALL SET_FACET_REFLECI'(.35,.85) 
C The light source is de/i11ed as number l with a direClion of 
C (-1,0,5). 
CALL SET_SHADER_LIGHT( 1,-1,0.5) 
C The commands issued to the terminal up imtil this point in the 
C program are se11t lo the terminal. 
CALL DUMP 
C Blue is selected as the current color. 
C 
CALL SET_ COLOR( 17) 
Segment label is defined as number 1. 
CALL BEGIN_SEGMENT(l) 
C A · cylinder is dralvn with a height of approximaie/y 6.0 inches, a 
C radius of 1.0 inches, with a position of .5,3.5,0, mid a shading 
C type of sn1ooth, value of 1. 
CALL LINDER( 6.0,J .0,.5,3.5,0,1) 
C A cube is dralvn with a scale of 5. A scale of 1 renders a cube 
C with 400 pixels 011 a side. 
CALL CUBE(5) 
C The segme11t definition is ended'. 
' 
' 
CALL END SEGMENT 
-
C The segment is shaded. 
CALL DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
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C 
The segment could be erased, bul this Is a comment line. 
CALL ERASE SHADED IMAGE 
- -
The Teklronix 4129 is set to ANSI mode. 
CALL SET ANSI 
-
C The commands issued lo the termi11al since the last dump are sent 
C to the terminal. 
CALL DUMP 
END 
The LINDER progran1 issues the SHADE_FACET routine 20 times, 
-
each time dralving a I our-sided spoke. Snzooth shading is specified by 
the last parameter of the LINDER program as seen in Appendix A.2. 
The cube is actually 3 spoke-type facets m1d does not have 6 sides. 
This requires that the SHADE _FACET routine 3 tinzes for each facet. 
Also, the cube uses constant shading. 
found in Appendix B.1 
The displayed output can be 
7.0 Additional Applicaiions of Localized Coloring Features 
So far the thesis has focused 011/y 011 holV to display a shaded 
image using the "Local Lighting Model" of the Tektronix 4129 
workstation. Holvever, there are additional applications /or the 
using the localized features per~aining to defining a color map. 
Currentl.v the capability exists which would allow an application 
• 
_programmer to draw a facet and place a color that he or she chooses 
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rather· than depe11di11g on the ·Local Lightinf Model• to determine 
which color to display ,1vhich is necessary for JD shading. Having the 
' 
capability to select directly from the color map a color provides the 
cap ab i Iii y to pres en l engineering an a I y sis res u l.t s such as 
displacement and stress contours in finite element analysis. To· 
illustrate how this capability could be utilized, two routines were 
written, 
control 
SET COLORMAP and DRAW FACETS. 
- -
mid DRAJV FACET 
-
• IS an rouJine outpuJ 
SET COLORMAP is a 
-
routine. A complete 
description of the routi,zes can be found in Appendix A.3, but below 
is a brief summary each routine. 
' 
7 .1 Control Routine 
7.1.1 SET_COLORMAP(NUMCOL,LIGHT) 
This routine defines spectrum of colors from which to select. 
The number of colors (NUMCOL) should be a number that when divided 
into 360 it produces an integer. Typical nunzbers for example are 
12,20,30,40, etc. The indices which allow the application programmer 
to select a color begin at 160 and increment by 16 for each 
additional color. For example, if there were 3 colors (NUMCOL=3) the 
indices would be 160,176, and 192.. These values tvould be sent in the 
routine discussed next. 
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7.2 OulpUl RouJine 
7.2.l DRAW_FACET( XYZ,ERCI.LENGTH.F1 YPE,OUTLINE,STY~E) 
This routine is sinzi /ar to the SH ADE FACET rouJine mentioned 
-
earlier. The XYZ paranieter specifies the points 10 draw the facet. 
The ERCI parameter specifies the indices to be sent for each point or 
for the entire I acet. This is determined using the STYPE parameter, 
a 1 indicates that an indice will be sent for each point. a O 
indicates that only one indice will be sent for each facet. The 
FTYPE parameter deternzines whai type of facet will be drawn. Again, 
only triangles, quadralaterals. and spokes can be drawn, with values 
of 0,1, and 2. The OUTLINE parameter specifies also the if the 
outside edges are displaJ1ed, 1 or non are displayed, 0. 
8.0 Example Applicaiion /or Localized Coloring Features 
An example progranz was created to illustrate no11-3D shading 
a pp Ii cations of the Tektronix 4 1 2 9 Io ca Ii zed cap ab i Ii ties. The 
program called TESTERCI ( See Appendix A.4) and is a simple program 
that draws a series of thin spoke-type facets and displays the 
• 
spectrum of colors created and defined in SET_COLORMAP. The color 
map is · setup to · have 40 colors and have a lightness of 50. The 
DRAW _FACET routine is executed the sante number of tin1es as the 
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number · of colors. For this program one indice is se11t for each facet 
or for each issuance of the DRAW_FAC~T routine. 
output for this program is found in Appendix B.2. 
... 
/,. 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 
The benefits associated with localized intelligence can be 
proven as soon as a shaded image is displayed in a fraction of the 
time normally required when the host computer performs all the 
cal cul at ions. But, because shading is accomplished locally does not 
dictate that it is more difficult. Con,ersely, the Tektronix 4129 
has each of its commands defined similarly to the FORTRAN routines 
discussed in sections 5 and 7. This affords the application 
programmer the ability to quickly develop software utilizing these 
localized I eatures. 
Although a shaded image may be displayed much more efficiently 
and quickly using the localized I eatures, limitations are introduced 
such as the IJ'pe of shading allowed and the nzathen1aJical model used 
to display a shaded in1age. The Tektronix 4129 only allows Gouraud 
shading or constant shading and does not adequate/;, provide tools for 
specular surface shading. Also, any software developed will become 
more device dependent. For example, one Tektronix command called the 
DRAW-FACETS con1n1a,1d, _which is the key component for 3D localized 
shading, is 011/J' available on the 4129. These are drawbacks, however 
a very crisp image can be drawn with a high degree of realism. In 
conclusion, more and n1ore features will become available to the 
application progranzmer that will enable graphics to displayed and 
manipulated with more and nzore simplicity. 
,L' 
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APPENDIX A.1 
A.1.1 Control Routines 
A.1.1.1 /NIT SHADER 
-
This routine initializes the Tektronix 4129 Workstation to 
allow for 3D localized shading. 
FORMAT: /NIT SHADER 
-
ARGUMENTS:NONE 
DESCRIPTION: This routine performs four tasks: one, sets the 
coordinate mode to 3D; two, sets the color mode to Hue, Lightness, 
S a t u r a t i o n n1 o d e ; three, sets the traversal direction to 
right-handed-rule and ,.,,·ill display back/ acing facets and degenerate 
triangles; and four, sets the surface definition to eight bit-planes, 
which allows 28 colors. This routine must be used· Ii rst to 
initialize the tern1i11al environn1ent. 
A.J.1.2 SET DISPLAY TYPE 
- -
This routine lVhat type of display that will be seen and the 
method the terminal will use to display a shaded surf ace. 
FORMAT:SET _DISPLAY _TYPE(TYPE) 
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ARGUMENTS.: 
TYPE - This paran1e1er determines if a wireframe, hidden-line, or 
shaded surface will be displayed (values 1,2, and 3 respectively). 
' 
DESCRIPTION: This routine executes the 4 129 term in a I's 
SET-VIEW-DISPLAY-ATTRIBUTES command. Using this command also 
requires thal when the shaded-sur /ace type is selected the terminal 
. 
is set to a combination of halftoning and 2x2 dithering, which 
minimizes display tin1e without sacrificing resolution. 
A.1.1.3 SET SHADER WINDOW 
- -
This routine defines the dimensions of the vie'1ing volume. 
FORMAT:SET_SHADER_1¥/NDOW(WIDTH,HEIGHT,DEPTH) 
ARGUMENTS: 
f 
WIDTH - This paranzeter defines the range of pixel values for the X 
• QXIS; 
HEIGHT - This paran1eter defines the range .of pixel values for the Y 
.. , 
. l -
. 
ax,s. 
DEPTH - This paran1eter defines the range of pixel values for the Z 
. 
axis. 
DESCRIPTION:This routine executes the SET-VIEWING-TRANSFORM command, 
which as mentioned in section 4 defines the viewing volume. The 
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WIDTH. HEIGHT, and DEPTH correspond to the dimensio11s of volume. The 
width and height are the values for the UV-Window-Size. The DEPTH 
. 
parameter is defines the back distance to O and the front distance to 
the DEPTH value. This routine gives the user the flexibility to 
de/ine any size viewing volunie within XYZ terminal space. 
A.1.1.4 SET BACKGRD 
-
This routine sets. the background color for the terminal. 
FORMAT: SET _BACKGRD( H,L,S) 
ARGUMENTS: 
H - This parameter defines the hue. Values can range from O to 360. 
L - This paran1eter defines the lightness. Values can range from O to 
JOO 
S - This parameter defines the saturation. Values can range I rom 0 
to 100. 
DESCRIPTION: This routine specifies the color displayed in the 
background of the object drawn. The values H,L,S represe11t the hue., 
lightness, and saturaLion for the backgrowzd color. 
-
• 
A.1.1.5 SET SHADER COLOR 
- -
This routine defines the object's shading color and 16 
45 
additional colors /or lvire/rame or hidden-line drawing. 
FORMAT: SET _SHADER_COLOR( HUE,SATUR) 
ARGUMENTS.· 
HUE - This paran1eter de/ines lhe hue of the color which will be used 
for shading app/icat~pns. This value can range from O to 360. 
• 
SATUR - This parameter defines the saturation of the hue chosen. 
Values can range front O lo JOO. This value specifies the potency of 
the hue . 
. DESCRIPTION.· This rouJine defines 16 colors plus 1 color that has 80 
sh·ades. The I irst 12 colors range from dark ( 1) to light ( J 2) and 
are grouped into four colors, blue, red, magenta, and green. Color 
13 is the lightest blue,' 14 is yellow, 15 is white, a11d 16 is black. 
The .last color is nun1ber 17 and is the color specified by the user 
through the HUE and SATUR parameters. To accon1plish this, lhe tlvo 
commands that must be executed are the SET-SURFACE-COLOR-MAP and 
SET-OBJECT-SURF ACE-COLOR-RANGE commands in 
+ 
that order. 
• 
A.1.1.6 SET FACET REFLECT 
- -
This routine sets· th·e reflectance coefficients for the 80 
intensity color defined previous routine. 
I 
. . 
• 
' t~ . 
• 
.. 
FORMAT: SET _FACET _REFLECT( ~MB/ENT.DIFFUSE) 
ARGUMENTS: 
A.MB/ENT - This parameter defines the coefficient for ambient 
reflectance. This value ca11 range from O to 1. 
DIFFUSE - This parameter defines the coe/ficient for diffuse 
reflectance. This value ca11 range also from O to 1.' 
DESCRIPTION: This routine defines how much ambient mid di/ fuse light 
Jhere will be in the viewing volume. Ambient light in Tektronix 
terminology defines the light sourced in all directions. Di/ fuse 
light defines . the strength of the light source(s). This routine does 
not have to be executed, since the SET SHADER COLOR 
- -
routine sets 
these values to .2, .8 ambient and di/ fuse respectivel.v. 
Essentially, this routi,ze reexecutes the SET SHADER COLOR 
- -
rout in e with di If ere n t a n1 b i en t and di f I use co e ff i c i en ts lY hi I e 
retaining the user's HUE and SATUR specified in the 
SET SHADER COLOR routine. 
- -
A.1.1.7 SET SHADER LIGHT 
- -
This routi11e defines all the lightsources for the . . v1ew111g 
volume. 
' 
• 
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FORMAT: SET _SH ADER _LIGHT( LNUM,X,Y,Z) 
ARGUMENTS: 
LNUM - This parameter labels a lightsource with values ranging from I 
to 16. 
X,Y,Z - These parameters when combi!fed /orm the direction vector 
'I' 
. 
which points at an infinitely distant lightsource. 
DESCRIPTION: This routine defines both ambient lighting and specific 
point light sources. The user can define up to 16 light sources 
through. the LNUM paran1eter and the direction ~ector for thaJ light 
source through the X, Y, and Z parameters. 
must be integers. 
A.l.l.4B SET COLOR 
-
All of the parameters 
This routine selects which color will be displayed ·when 
displaying an image. 
FORMAT: SET_COLOR(COLOR) 
ARGUMENTS: 
COLOR - This parameter defines the color that will be displayed. 
This parameter ranges from 1-16 and 17. 
DESCRIPTION: .This routine selects Lhe color def i11ed by the HUE and 
. 
SATUR in the SET SHADER COLOR routine. 
- -
The user niust execute the 
48 .. 
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SET_ COLOR routine after the SET _SH .A.DER_COLOR routine is 
e~ecuJed. 
A.1.2 Oulpul Routines 
L. 
A.1.2.1 BEGIN SEGMENT 
-
This routine begins and labels the following series of commands 
issued to the terminal until the segment is closed. 
FORMAT: BEGIN _SEGMENT( SEGNUM) 
ARGUMENTS: 
SEGNUM - This paran1eter labels a group of commands with a integer. 
, 
DESCRIPTION: This routine specifies the segn1e11t number to the 
. 
geometry being drawn and other subsequent commands. This set of 
commands are vielved as one entity that can be n1anipulated. This 
routine must be issued, because for a surf ace to be shaded it n1ust 
have a segment nun1ber. • 
A.1.2.2 SHADE FACET 
-
This routine dralvs the facet and then shades the facet 
depending on the parameters given above. 
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FORMAT: SHADE_FACET( XYZ.NORMS.LENGTH.FTYPE,OUTL/NE,SHTYPE) 
ARGUMENTS: 
XYZ - This paran1eter defines the points of the facet mtd are given in 
a continuous order. The maximum nun1ber of values sent for each 
issuance of the routine is 256. 
NORMS - This parameter defines the normal vectors given for each XYZ 
point. The n1axin1un1 nunzber of values sent for each issuance of the 
routine is 256. 
LENGTH - This paranzeter defines the number of points and norms that 
, 
will be sent. 
FTYPE - This paranzeter defines the type of faceting that will be 
used. This routine restricts itself to allowing only triangles, 
quadralatera/ s, and spokes to be drawn, the values are 0,1, and 2 
respectively. 
OUTLINE - This paranzeter defines what edges will be seen. A value of 
1 indicates that the facet will only display the outside edges. A 
value of O indicates that no edges will be displayed. 
SHTYPE - This paranzeter defines how the surface lvill be shaded, a 
value of 1 indicates that Gouraud or smooth shading is desired, a 
value of O indicates that constant shading is desired. For constant 
shading the routine selects the first n.ormal to be used for the 
entire facet. 
DESCRIPTION: This routi11e centers 011 the 4129 ternzinal's DRAW-FACETS 
command. A(l the paran1eters mentioned above have a direct 
50 
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correlation to the paran1eters necessary to execute a DRAW-FACETS 
command. Both the XYZ and NORMS parameters should be sent according 
to the absolute coordinaJe system. 
A.J.2.3 END SEGMENT 
-
FORMAT: END SEGMENT 
ARGUMENTS: NONE 
DESCRIPTION: This routine ends the segment definition and must be 
issued if a BEGIN _SEGMENT has been also issued previously. 
A.1.2.4 DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
This routine displays a shaded image or a hidden-line removal 
. 1.mage. 
FORMAT: DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
• 
ARGUMENTS: NONE 
DESCRIPTION: This routi11e executes a RENEW-VIEJY con1nzand, -.vhich 
ref re shes the scree,1 with the shading information. This command n1ust 
be issued for wirefranze, hidden-line, and shaded surface object 
types. 
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A.1.2.5 ERASE_SHADED_IMAGE 
This routine erases any displayed object or segment. 
I 
FORMAT: ERASE SHADED IMAGE 
- -
ARGUMENTS: NONE 
DESCRIPTION: This routine issues a DELETE-SEGMENT command which 
deletes all currently displayed segments and it issues a RENEW-V/EJV 
command lo refresh the screen . 
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APPENDIX A.2 
PROGRAM TESTSHADE 
C This program dralvs a cylinder and a cube which will illustrate 
C the 3D shading intelligence of the Tektronix 4129 termi,ral. 
C 
C 
. 
C 
INCLUDE 'ESCAPE_SEQ.DAT' 
BYTE DATAX(J020) 
. 
The terminal is initialized. 
and defines I our attributes. 
This routine is called only once 
First, the coordinate mode is set 
( 
to 3D. Second, the color mode is set to the Hue, Lightness, 
Saturation scheme. . Third, the traversal direction is set to the 
right-handed rule and displays all degenerate triangles and 
back/ acing facets. Fourth, the surf ace is defined to have 8 bit 
planes which enable the surf ace to simultaneously display up to 
256 colors. 
CALL /NIT SHADER 
-
Magenta is sent as the background color. This is accomplished 
by setting the hue.lightness, and saturation to 60,35,80 
respect!vely. This routine may be issued unlimited number of 
~ 
times which al lo1vs the application 
background color 1vi th out altering 
currently displaJ1ed on the terminal. \ 
CALL SET _BACKGRD( 60,35,80} 
Shaded surf ace is the display type. 
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programmer to change the 
any object that may be 
From a choice of three 
• 
V 
, 
typts of display, wlre/rame, hidden-line, and shaded surface, 
J ,2 and J respectively, the shaded surf ace option was chosen. 
-
Since this option was chosen, the method by which the surface is 
shaded is set to hal/toning and 2x2 dithering is automatically 
set. 
CALL SET_DISPLAY_TYPE(J) 
· C Viewing volume. is defined and is the space where all objects 
will be drawn. This volume that is defined is the default 
volume size for the terminal, however the origin of the 
• • v1ew1ng 
volume is placed such that the Z coordinate allows only positive 
values. The X mid Y have an equal number of pixels to address 
on both the positive and negative directions for each. 
There/ ore, to lie lVithin tht:,. viewing volume, -4095 to 4095 for 
.. 
the X coordinate value, -3276 to 3276 for the Y coordinate 
... 
value, mid O to 8190 I or the Z coordinate value. • 
CALL SET_SHADER_WINDOW(8190,6552,8190) 
C Shading color defined as a blue. The hue is set to 320 and the 
saturation is set to 90. There now will be 80 shades of blue 
from which the 4129 terminal's "Local Lighting Model" will 
choose to display based on the 11orn1als sent after the 
• issuance 
.. 
of the SHADE_FACET routine. Also, 16 colors· are sent to the 
terminal that are not changeable by the applications programmer . 
......J 
CALL SET_SHADER_COLOR(320,90) 
C Ambient and Diffuse refleclances are set to ( .35,.85 ). These 
values define holv n1uch the color defined in the above routine, 
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will reflect ambie11t and diffuse light. In this case more 
weight is given to the diffuse component of light and less on 
the ambient component of light. The result is the shaded 
surf ace will appear to have more specular reflection. 
CALL SET_FACET_REFLECT(.35,.85) 
C The light source is defined as number 1 with a direction of 
, (-1 ,0,5 ). The directio11 vector points to an infinitely distant 
lightsource. It is also important to note that the ambient 
light component is defined also here and must be defined if the 
terminal is to incorporaie the ambient coefficient defined in 
the above routine into the final shaded image. 
CALL SET_SHADER_LIGHT{ 1,-1,0,5) 
C The comma11ds issued to the terminal up until this point in the 
program are sent to the terminal. 
C 
C 
CALL DUMP 
Blue is selected as the current color. Since a shaded . . image 1s 
desired the only choice to acconzplish this is to choose color 
number 17. 
CALL SET_COLOR( 17) 
Segment label is defined as number 1. 
issued for a shaded surface to be display. 
the cylinder and the cube are placed in one segment. 
CALL BEGIN _SEGMENT( 1) 
This routine must be 
In this example .both 
" 
C A cylinder is dra1v11 1vith a height of approxinzately 6.0 inches, a 
radius of 1 .0 inches, with a position of .5,3.5,0, and a shading 
V 
5S 
... 
I 
\ 
--------
' 
type of smooth, value of 1. Tht SHADE FACET routine is issued 
-
20 times each tinie drawing a strip displaying only the outside 
edges. 
CALL LINDER(6.0.J.0,.5J.5.0,l) 
C A cube is drawn with a scale of 5. A scale of 1 renders a cube 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
with 400 pixels on a side. 
CALL CUBE(5) 
The segment definition is ended. This routine has eq~al 
importance as the BEGIN _SEGMENT rouJine, because to complete a 
segment definition the segment must be closed. 
CALL END SEGMENT 
,-
The segment is shaded. The display bu/ fer is now regenerated on 
the screen and both the cylinder and cube are displayed. 
·CALL DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
The segn1ent could be erased, but this is a con1n1ent line. This 
rout in e norm a I I y lV i 11 er a se a I I s e g n1 en ts current I y being 
displayed and then ref re shes the screen leaving a clear screen. 
CALL ERASE SHADED IMAGE 
- -
The Tektronix 4129 is set to ANSI mode. 
• 
This routine did not 
have to be issued, but because much editing 1vas required when 
writing this test program, it was easier to have a routine 
return the tern1inal to ANSI mode b)' en1bedding this routine in 
the te~t progran1. 
CALL SET ANSI 
-
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C The commands issued lo lhe terminal sinct the last dump are sent 
to the tern1i11al. 
CALL DUMP 
END 
c., 
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Appendix A.J 
• 
~.3.1 Control Routine .. 
A.3.1.1 SET_COLORMAP(NUMC(JL.L/GHT) 
This routine defines spectrum of colors from which to select. 
FORMAT: SET_ COLO RM AP( NUMCOL,LIGHT) 
ARGUMENTS: 
NUMCOL - This paranzeter specifies the number of colors that will be 
available. The nunzber of colors (NUMCOL) should be a number thaJ 
when divided into 360 it produces an integer. T)'pical numbers for 
example are 12,20,30,40, etc. The indices which allo,v the application 
programmer to select a color begin at 160 and incren1ent by 16 I or 
each add it ion a l co Io r . For exam p I e, if there lV ere 3 co Io rs 
(NUMCOL=3) the indices lvould be 160,176, and 192. 
LIGHT - This paranzeter defines the lightness of the spectrum of 
colors. This value can range from O ( darkest) to 100 (lightest). 
DESCRIPTION: This routine uses the Hue,Lightness,Saturation scheme 
to define the spectrum of colors. 
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A.3.2 Output Routine 
A.3.2.1 DRAW _F A.CET( XYZ,ERCI.LENGTH.FTYPE,OUTLINE,STY PE) 
' This routine is sin1ilar to the SHADE FACET routine mentioned 
- -
earlier. Either one color per facet or one color per vertice can be 
sent. The facets drawn ca,1 be triangles, quadralaterals, or spokes. 
FORMAT: DRAW _FACET( XYZ,ERCl,LENGTH ,FTYP E,OUTL/NE,STYPE) 
ARGUMENTS: 
XYZ - This parameter specifies the points lo draw the facet. The 
point values are 2 byte integers and are treated as pixels. The 
-
maximum number of points that can be sent I or each issuance of this 
routine is 256. 
ERC/ - This paranzeter specifies the color indices to be sent for each 
point or for the entire facet. The maximum nun1ber of indices sent 
I or each issuance of this routine is equivalent to that of the XYZ 
parameter 256. 
LENGTH - This paranzeter defines the number of points that will be 
sent. 
FTYPE - This paranieter determines what type· of facet will be drawn. 
Again, only triangles, quadra/aterals, and spokes can be drawn, with 
values of 0,1, and 2. 
OUTLINE - This paranieter specifies also the if 'the outside edges are 
displayed, 1 or non are disp/aJ1ed, 0. 
,. 
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- This parameter determines the how the facet will be colored. 
J indicates that an i11aice wil I be sent for each- point. A 0 
indicales thaJ only one indice will be sent for each facet. 
DESCRIPTION: This routine is based on the DRAW-FACETS command found 
on the 4129 terminal. All points sent through the XYZ parameter are 
treaJed as absolute coordinaJes. Within the DRAW _FACET routine the 
first · coordinate is kept as an absolute coordinate, the remaining are 
converted to relative coordinates. This is obviously done to conform 
to the format expected using the DRAW-FACET command on the 4129 
terminal. 
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C 
C 
Appendix A.4 
PROGRAM TESTERCI 
This prograni draws • a series of spokes that are then filled with 
a color. This done for 40 spokes each having a different 
color. These 40 colors make a smooth transition from blue to 
magenta to red to yellow to green and back to blue. This 
program sends one color ind ice per I acet . 
• 
INCLUDE 'ESCAPE_SEQ.DAT' 
BYTE DAT AX( 1020) 
INTEGER• 2 DAT ASIZE,DRAWDAT( 43 ),DLENGTH,I ,NUM,LITE,INDICE( J) 
The data necessary to draw the I irst I acet is given below. 
these values are of course in absolute coordinates. 
DAT A ( DRAlVDAT( I ),I= 1,12) /-4000,3000,0,-3950,3000,0,-3950,0,0, 
-4000,0,0 I 
All 
C The value for NUM determines the number of colors there will be 
in the spectrun1. And the value 50 for the parameter LITE 
specifies that the spect{_um created will have a lightn~ss of 
50%. 
NUM=40 
LITE=50 
C The f ollowi11g four calls have the same description as found in 
the program TESTSHADE. 
• 
CALL /NIT SHADER 
-
CALL SET _BACKGRD(0,70,90) 
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CALL SET_D/SPLAY_TYPE(J) 
CA.LL SET_SHADER_WINDOW(8190,6552,8190) 
C SET_COLORMA.P defines the spectrum of colors available based on 
the values given for NUM and LITE. This spectrum or range of 
colors is labeled by a nuniber 1. 
• 
CALL SET_COLORMAP(NUMLITE) 
C Since the above routine defined the range of colors with a 
number 1, the SET_COLOR routine sets the active range to 
number 1. 
C 
CALL SET_ COLOR( 1) 
The· indices begin at 160. 
in the colornzap. 
IND/CE( 1 )=160 
This value defines a the first color 
C This is a looping algorithm which defines a nelv segn1ent for ech 
spoke that is dralv and assigns a color i11dice for that facet. 
The number of spokes or facets drawn depends on the value for 
NUM, which in this case calls for 40 colors to be assigned to 40 
facets. 
DO 1 l=l,NUM 
CALL BEGIN_SEGMENT(l) 
C The DRAW _FACET routine is issued for each facet that is 
drawn. There will be one color ind ice /or each facet. DRAW DAT 
defines the coordinates of the facet. The color for the facet 
is defined by the IND/CE value. The value 4 cooresponds to the 
number of points being sent. The value 2 defines the facet tJ1pe 
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to ~ a spoke. Tht ,a/w 1 sptci/ies Iha.I only th owside edges 
' 
are displayed. The ,al~ 0 signifies thaJ only one color indict 
will be senl per facet. 
CALL DRAJV _FACET( DRAWDAT,INDICE,4,2,/ ,0) 
IND/CE( l) • 160+( /+16) 
DRAJVDAT( J) • -4000+/00•J 
DRAWDAT(4) • -3950+100•/ 
DRAWDAT(7) • DRAWDAT(4) 
DRAWDAT{ JO)• DRAWDAT( 1) 
CALL END SEGMENT • 
-
l CONTINUE 
CALL DISPLAY SHADED IMAGE 
- -
CALL SET ANSI 
-
CALL DUMP 
END 
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